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oruy: Thank you for contacting Fandango Customer Support. My name is Loray. How
may I assist you today?

Hugh i ‘ I want to get my $26 98 credit instead refunded to my card
-i Loray: Are you connected Hugh?

Loray: I will be happy to advise you.
Loray: I am seeing here where you processed an exchange for credit which can be

found on your account.
L . ,r 1V Yes But I want a refund to my card instead

t Loiay I do apologize but this process cannot be reversed
Loray: Is there anything else I can help you with today, Hugh?
Hugh u1v: I bought the tickets under the false assumption that they were for Friday

given that the movie does not open until Friday only to find out that the tickets were for
Thursday.

Hugh 1yrs: I attempted to find replacement tickets for Friday and there are no good
tickets and they are all at a much higher rate

• Hugh Myr: If you don’t reverse the charge I will need to dispute it with my credit card
company.

Loray: I do understand the situation but we do not have the system to reverse the
transaction that was already processed.

Loray: I do respect your wishes but if you dispute with the bank you will no longer be
able to make purchases on the Fandango website.

H Vhi Loray, all I’m asking for is a refund
Hqh Vhi r- cannot understand why you are unable to give a refund
Loray: I am sorry but that is not possible we do not have the system to reverse this

transaction, there is not away to do that, it is not possible to do such thing.
‘.: Hugh Myers: I’ve never dealt with a vendor that is unable to issue a refund.

Loray: I do apologize. Is there anything else I can help you with today, Hugh?
Loray: If you need anything else, we can be reached Monday-Sunday 6am to 10pm

PST. Thank you for making Fandango your choice for online movie tickets. Have a great
day!

Loray has disconnected.
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